
Choking on hot dog leaves child disabled

CHOKING ON FOOD IS A

COMMON DANGER FOR

CHILDREN, STATISTICS

SHOW

More than 10,000 children younger than 14

years old end up in emergency rooms each

year after choking on food, and 77 of them

die from the asphyxiation, according to

statistics from the American Academy of

Pediatrics.

More than half of all nonfatal choking

episodes involve food. About 17 percent of

food-related asphyxiations in children

younger than 10 are caused by hot dogs,

said the AAP in a February policy

statement.

Statement author Gary Smith, a pediatric

emergency doctor and the director of the

Center for Injury Research and Policy at

Nationwide Children's Hospital in

Columbus, Ohio, said hot dogs are

dangerous because their design makes

them the perfect plug for a child's airway.

And once a hot dog becomes wedged in a

child's throat, it is almost impossible to get

out, Smith said.

Smith and the AAP are asking that foods

such as hot dogs come with labels warning

of their choking hazards.

Medford family seeks help with financial worries, logistics of 5-year-old's care
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Jennifer Carter needs help with her son, Carlos Cortes, 6, who suffered
brain damage after choking on a hot dog.

Bob Pennell

September 27, 2010

By Sanne Specht
Mail Tribune

Life changed in an instant for Jennifer Carter one hot August day when her 5-year-old son choked on one of America's

favorite foods — a hot dog.

"He hadn't had that hot dog more than 30 seconds," said the 28-year-old Medford mother of five. "It's just crazy."

Carlos Cortes moves his head fretfully on the pillow and rolls his eyes

toward his aunt, Angela Beeson. She leans over his hospital bed and

smooths the wavy blond hair on the 6-year-old's sweaty head.

"It's OK, buddy. It's OK," soothes Beeson.

Whether Carlos recognizes his aunt, or anyone, is unknown, said Carter.

"It feels like it's been forever," said Carter. "It's just so hard. At first, I cried

like crazy."

The family says Aug. 3 was a typical summer's day, filled with fun and

laughter. Carlos had been pried from the backyard swimming pool where

he'd spent the better part of the afternoon playing with his siblings and

cousins, she said.

"He'd just learned to swim," Carter said.

Standing by the sliding-glass door, eager to get back in the pool, the strong

and energetic boy engaged his 4-year-old sister, Jasmine, in a hot-dog-

eating contest.

"He bit and pushed and bit and pushed," said his uncle, Josh Beeson. "I

think he was trying to put on a show. Everyone laughed. When Carlos

laughed, that's when he choked on the hot dog."

Carlos knew he was in trouble, said Carter. He raced to the kitchen trash

can, desperately trying to spit out the lodged meat. But it was wedged fast

and her son was turning blue, she said.

"We tried the Heimlich. We tried to call 9-1-1," Carter said. "Finally I threw

down the phone and said we have to get him to the hospital."

Emergency-room doctors at Providence Medford Medical Center tried

desperately to dislodge the hot dog.

"The hot dog had blocked off his airway," Carter said. "They had to try and

break it up. They tried to pop it up and grab it."

But it wasn't working. At one point Carlos' heart stopped beating, she said.

"He actually died," Carter said. "They used CPR to get him back."

Providence doctors finally were able to dislodge the hot dog. Carlos was airlifted to Doernbecher Children's Hospital in

Portland for treatment and was placed on a ventilator, she said.

"He was in a coma for a week," Carter said. "He came out of it on the ninth day."

The doctors said Carlos suffered an anoxic brain injury as a result of severe oxygen deprivation.

"His whole brain swelled from the lack of oxygen," said Josh Beeson.
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Pura Vida Day Spa & Salon

Stressed & Tense? Liberate Your Body &
Mind with a Massage.

Charla's Family Barber Shop

NOW SELLING WEIGHT LOSS DROPS UP TO
1-3LBS A DAY $40 FOR A 44 DAY SUPPLY!!!

Jacksonville Insurance

Is Insurance Fun? Not When You're Paying
TOO MUCH!

Keeping My Property

FORECLOSURE PREVENTION! Only $595*!

Ashland Springs Hotel

Visit Waterstone Spa at Ashland Springs
Hotel
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DIESEL MECHANIC WELDER Part-time
WHITE CITY, or Classifieds

OFFICE CLERK-PART TIME Saturday
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Clinical Manager For Children's
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Care Giver ~ Group Home All shifts
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